Annual Review 2014-15

Green solutions for today,
environmental education for tomorrow

Highlights at a Glance
Last year our energy
efficiency programs
prevented 12,000
tonnes of greenhouse
gases from being
released into the
atmosphere.

In collaboration with
Efficiency Nova
Scotia, we developed

The Great Nova Scotia
Pick-Me-Up involved
almost 19,000
volunteers, who picked
up more than 7,000
bags of litter.

105 households received

We produced reports for two
municipal towns showing
how they could save up to
$250,000 and reduce CO2
emissions by up to 74% by
switching some of their fleet
to electric vehicles.

stormwater recommendations for
decreasing harmful stormwater
runoff into municipal systems and
nearby lakes and streams.

1,500 trees were planted in riparian
zones of streams in Nova Scotia,
helping to shade the water and keep
it cool. They also prevent sand and
pollutants from entering the stream,
creating better habitat for fish.

HomeWarming,

a program that
offers low-income
homeowners free
energy efficiency
upgrades that can
help them feel more
comfortable while
reducing heating &
power bills.

Almost 200 homes had their septic systems
and wells inspected, and were provided with
information on how to prevent environmental
spills and drinking water contamination.

12,700 traditional
incandescent
Christmas lights were
taken off the grid and
recycled in exchange
for 6,343 sets of
energy efficiency
LED lights.

78 workplaces in Nova Scotia

registered with the Commuter
Challenge, saving 7,000 litres of
fuel and reducing CO2 emissions
by 15,000 kg.

264 reef balls were installed in Halifax

Harbour, designed to create or restore
marine habitat by fostering the growth
of an ecosystem that supports fish and
shellfish populations.
Almost 4,000 students
saw Eddie the Cat puppet
shows on litter or clean air.

100 fishing harbours

are now involved in our
Ship-to-Shore waste
management program.
Over 50 students gained
paid work experience in the
environment field through
the Nova Scotia Youth
Conservation Corps.

Over 3,000 students participated in Clear
the Air workshops that explored climate
change, air quality and food systems.

E.D./Chair Message
It has been an exciting, challenging
and revitalizing year for Clean, as the
organization went through significant
change and renewal.
Our core community programs
continue to grow, deepening their
impact through a focus on evaluation
and by adopting a ‘measurable
outcomes’ approach. Our energy
department has shifted its focus to
our new HomeWarming program, a
long-term commitment to improving
the health and well-being of lowincome citizens across Nova Scotia
by reducing energy poverty.

The Nova Scotia Youth Conservation
Program continues to grow and is
well placed to address some of the
challenges outlined in the One Nova
Scotia Commission report. The Youth
Corps keeps more of our young
people employed at home in their
own communities, while giving them
the skills they need for the future.
Public engagement and policy
development remains an important
priority for Clean, as we engage
individuals and communities on
critical issues such as climate
change and the green economy. We
are pleased to contribute to policy
discussions and program delivery

We contribute to policy discussions and
program delivery to ensure that Nova
Scotia remains a leader in environmental
and sustainability practices in Canada.

to ensure that Nova Scotia remains
a leader in environmental and
sustainability practices in Canada.
Organizationally, the Board of
Directors is committed to good
governance and accountability. The
governance committee has made
progress in reviewing our existing
bylaws and governance structure to
ensure that we can meet Imagine
Canada standards in the near future.
We are also preparing for the
significant challenges organizations
like ours will face in an uncertain
future. With an aging population and
a shift to urbanization, Nova Scotia
– particularly rural communities – will
continue to encounter obstacles on
the path to a sustainable, prosperous
economy. We believe we can help
clear the way through our mission to
provide individuals and communities
with the means, knowledge and
opportunity to make responsible
environmental choices.

Finally, we would like to acknowledge
departing members of the Board
including our Past Chair, Dean
Bouchard, as he retires from service
to our organization. Dean has been
involved since 2009 and has been a
valuable resource to many. He has
provided inspirational leadership and
guidance through a time of significant
transition. We would like to wish all of
our departing directors the very best
and thank them for their contributions
to Clean.
Respectfully,

Chris Morrissey,
Executive Director

Ross Maybee,
Chair of the Board
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Who We Are

What We Do

Clean Foundation is a non-profit, nongovernmental environment organization
founded in 1988.

We may be Clean, but
we don’t mind getting our
hands dirty.

We provide the knowledge, tools and inspiration needed to encourage
the individual actions that add up to positive environmental change.

We make homes more energy efficient,
restore streams and fish habitats, promote
cycling, plant trees, offer driving tips that save
you money and improve air quality, and help
communities clean up litter.

Clean works in critical areas like energy & climate change, water,
transportation, waste and youth engagement. Our solutions-oriented
approach contributes to a sustainable economy and healthy society.

INDEPENDENT BY NATURE
Our organization was founded through an Act of the Legislature in
Nova Scotia. However, we receive no core funding. We run the charity
through money raised for our many programs and projects, which
can come from government departments, agencies, businesses,
foundations and individual citizens.
You may know us as Clean Nova Scotia, but we sometimes work
on projects in other parts of Atlantic Canada, throughout the
traditional lands of the Mi’kmaq and Wolastoqiyik. That’s why we
say we’re just Clean.
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We also contribute to policy change
discussions and research on vital
environmental issues including the green
economy, waste, energy policy and
climate change.
Clean’s mandate is ‘to inspire positive
environmental change’ – in practical
terms this means seeing the big picture
while working at the grassroots of
ecological impact.

Our work includes:
•
•
•
•

Practical on-the-ground programs
Policy contributions
Partnerships & strategic collaborations
Participatory, experiential education

KNOWLEDGE IS [CLEAN] POWER
Clean provides environmental education and information
on Climate Change and Energy, Water, Waste and
Transportation. All of our educational work shares several
common themes:
• We already have the answers to live in balance with the
world around us
• Change begins with individual responsibility, and
collectively small actions can have enormous impact
• Personal health and the environment are closely linked
• A healthier environment means a healthier economy
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How We Work
With decades of first-hand
experience, we are able to see
environmental opportunities even
in the face of daunting challenges.

ENGAGING
FUTURE LEADERS

Clean Foundation is collaborative and politically neutral,
so we can build partnerships and networks among
individuals, governments, organizations, communities and
businesses to bring about positive change.

Today’s youth are tomorrow’s
leaders – that’s why youth
engagement is a core part of
our work. We help young adults
explore crucial environmental
issues, and encourage them to
take action to build a better future
through their day-to-day choices.

Clean works directly on green solutions in areas including
energy, water, transportation and waste. But we also
know that education on environmental issues is critical to
long-term change. Through our work, we hope to:

We want to help create the green
opportunities that keep future
generations believing a future is
possible in Atlantic Canada.

• Reduce dependence on fossil fuels
• Increase community engagement in climate change
mitigation and adaptation
• Cut waste
• Promote efficient and sustainable transportation
• Encourage stewardship of our watersheds
• Foster the healthy society that attracts newcomers and
offers opportunity for younger generations
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Our Mission
MISSION

VALUES

We provide individuals and
communities with the means,
knowledge and opportunity to make
responsible environmental choices.

Achieving our mission and attaining our vision depends
on the efforts of employees, volunteers and community
partners. Some of us make our contribution by engaging
directly in delivering programs; others, by supporting
those core activities. Whatever our individual roles, and
wherever we work within Clean, we owe it to one another
to uphold certain basic values of the community. These
include:

VISION

To cultivate a sustainable society by
delivering innovative, effective and
educational programs that result in
positive environmental change.

• We are honest with our partners, the public and with
each other.
• We innovate and develop programs through the
talents and creative ideas of each employee.
• We value teamwork; we foster collaboration.
• We treat each other with respect.
• We deliver the highest quality service through the
dedicated effort of every team member.
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Our Governance

Our Experience

Clean Foundation is guided by senior managers and a
volunteer Board of Directors with representatives from the
business, academic, government and public sectors.
This leadership helps Clean remain an effective, highprofile institution with a broad mandate to improve
our environment.

Clean has been working for positive environmental
change for a long time. We have a breadth and depth of
experience to draw upon – we want to learn from both
successes and failures to improve our best practices.
We analyze our results, evaluate our processes, and
tweak our systems to deepen our impact.

During the 2014-15 fiscal year,
our Board of Directors consisted of:

In our program management, we aim to:

Chair: Ross Maybee
Vice Chair: Gerry Isenor
Past Chair: Dean Bouchard
Treasurer: Gracey Southwell
Member at Large: Marcus Goodick

• Spend less than 15% on administration
• Recruit top-quality staff and offer
professional development
• Create effective organizational structures
and program evaluation frameworks

Directors:
Christene Almon
Jeff Traver
John Gunn
Lisa Emery
Margaret Schwartz
Mark Kilby
Ryck Miller
Virginia Olsen

In our education & engagement work, we strive to:
• Strategically target our outreach and marketing efforts
• Survey our participants to improve satisfaction
• Include participants in design and evaluation
of programming

And Clean is committed to safety and
quality assurance:
• Clean is Workers’ Compensation
Board Safety Certified
• We offer Integrated Quality Assurance
programs for staff and contractors
• We have a comprehensive Occupational
Health & Safety program
Clean’s staff has deep experience in fields
ranging from ecosystem management,
climate change and sustainable energy,
to project management, adult and youth
education, and law. Many hold specific
qualifications including sustainable
construction, NRCan-certified energy
training and quality assurance, and Project
Management.
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Energy program overview

Over the last year, Clean delivered the following energy programming:

Keep your home warm, your wallet happy – and our environment healthier.

RESIDENTIAL DIRECT INSTALL
OF EFFICIENT PRODUCTS PROGRAM

Clean helps people save money
and improve the environment by
making smart energy choices –
sometimes all it takes are small
changes at an individual level to
generate a positive impact on
a large scale. And through our
HomeWarming program aimed
at low-income homeowners, we
help Nova Scotians save money
on heating bills and feel more
comfortable year-round.

The Residential Direct Install of Efficient Products program aimed to
reduce the amount of energy used by Nova Scotian homeowners
and renters. Clean provided homeowners with info on available
energy efficient products while providing free product installation
including efficient light bulbs, LED night lights, pipe and hot water
tank insulation, low-flow shower heads and faucet aerators.
Residential Direct Install of Efficient Products is an initiative of
Efficiency Nova Scotia. Clean delivered the program to qualified
homeowners and renters in the Southwest, Central and Eastern
regions of Nova Scotia. 2014-15 marked the end of our
involvement in this program.
Our impact last year:
•
•
•
•
•

252,184 energy efficient lightbulbs installed
10,525 low-flow shower heads installed
16.1 kilometres insulation wrap installed
4,865 hot water tank insulation wraps installed
Energy use reduced by 18 gigawatt hours – that’s around 12,000
tonnes of greenhouse gases not released into our atmosphere

Supported by: Efficiency Nova Scotia
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HOME ENERGY ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
The Home Energy Assessment program helps Nova Scotians
learn how they can reduce their energy consumption, save money
on heating costs and lower their greenhouse gas emissions. A
home energy advisor provides homeowners with tips and tools to
make wise energy saving changes to their homes. Recommended
improvements range from the install of more efficient products to
insulation & draft-proofing to heat pump options.
Assessments provide participants with a current enerGuide rating,
a detailed analysis of their home, upgrade recommendations
and info on rebates, and the potential energy rating of the home
after retrofits. The Home Energy Assessment program is an
initiative of Efficiency Nova Scotia – Clean Foundation is one of
the providers of this energy initiative. We service the Halifax region
and Southwest Nova Scotia.
Our impact last year:
• 933 home energy assessments
• 602 follow-up assessments after retrofits
• Energy use reduced by 0.605 gigawatt hours – that’s around 420
tonnes of greenhouse gases not released into our atmosphere
Supported by: Efficiency Nova Scotia
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RESIDENTIAL LOW-INCOME HOMEOWNER PROGRAM

HOMEWARMING

The Residential Low-Income Homeowner program helped people stay warm by
offering free energy-saving upgrades. Retrofits – offered at no-cost to incomequalified homeowners – were tailored for each home, drawn from options including
new insulation, energy-efficient light bulbs, draft-proofing and faucet aerators to
reduce hot water consumption.

We all deserve to be comfortable in our homes, regardless of income. But too
many Nova Scotians struggle to keep warm and pay the bills. That’s why Clean
Foundation and Efficiency Nova Scotia are working together to offer low-income
homeowners free energy efficiency improvements that can help them feel more
comfortable while reducing heating and power bills.

Our energy advisors conducted audits to find the trouble spots where heat was
escaping or energy was being wasted.

HomeWarming for electrically heated homes is an initiative of Clean. Nova Scotia
Power is supporting this important social program with $37 million over 10 years.
With plans to complete upgrades in nearly 7,000 electrically-heated homes, the
impacts of HomeWarming will be felt across the province.

The Residential Low-Income Homeowner program was an initiative of Efficiency
Nova Scotia. Clean delivered the program to qualified homeowners and renters in
the Halifax and Southwest regions of Nova Scotia. 2014-15 marked the end of this
program, and it has been replaced by a new HomeWarming program.

Efficiency Nova Scotia will manage the program for non-electrically heated
houses, which is supported by the Province of Nova Scotia. HomeWarming began
operating in January 2015.

Our impact last year:
Our impact last year:
•
•
•
•

403 homes assessed and upgraded
138 basements spray-foamed
252 homes insulated
142 houses draft-proofed

Supported by: Efficiency Nova Scotia

• Design of energy efficiency pilot program for homeowners on low incomes that
focuses on energy poverty and comfort as well as efficiency
• Enhanced systems – including quality assurance, safety measures and
homeowner protection protocols
• Increased subcontractor pool from 3 to 16, in preparation for HomeWarming
• Began initial assessments and retrofits of homes in the program – by the end
of 2015, over 650 homes will have been assessed for free energy efficiency
improvements
Supported by: Nova Scotia Power (electrically heated homes)
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Waste program overview
Smarter waste management, clean across our region.

Clean Foundation believes that
together we can reduce the
amount of waste we produce and
prevent it from accumulating in
our communities and in natural
areas. Clean offers Nova Scotiawide opportunities for community
engagement and awareness about
practices that keep our environment
healthy. We continue to play a
leading role in policy development
on waste diversion and community
education on waste.
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Over the last year, Clean delivered the following
waste reduction programming:
THE GREAT NOVA SCOTIA PICK-ME-UP
The Great Pick-Me-Up is the biggest volunteer-driven community
clean-up program in Nova Scotia. Clean provides supplies and
support to participants (individuals, groups, businesses, schools,
etc.) to carry out community-based clean-ups clean across the
province.
Litter is unsightly, poses health risks, affects water quality, and
wildlife often mistaken it for food. Started in 1992, our Pick-MeUp is the longest-running litter clean-up program in Nova Scotia.
Our impact last year:
• 276 clean-up events with 18,936 volunteer participants
• 7,145 garbage bags of litter picked-up
• 688 bags of recyclables collected and recycled
Supported by:
GLAD Canada
Halifax Regional Municipality
Nova Scotia Environment
Oland Brewery
Resource Recovery Fund Board
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SHIP-TO-SHORE

HOLIDAY LIGHT EXCHANGE

Ship-to-Shore is an award-winning program that engages
commercial fishers on waste management in harbours
and on fishing vessels. Through targeted education and
outreach, infrastructure support and our ‘boat bins’, more
and more fishers are returning waste to shore for proper
disposal.

The Holiday Light Exchange has become a tradition in Nova Scotia. At
community exchange events, Nova Scotians can trade in two sets of
their power-hungry incandescent holiday lights for one set of energy
efficient LEDs, helping reduce the increased burden on the electrical
grid over the holiday months. LED’s use up to 90% less electricity and
last 10 times longer than traditional bulbs. They produce very little
heat, making them efficient at producing light while reducing the risk
of fire.

Our impact last year:
• 24 new participating harbours, reporting a 92%
improvement in their waste management. The total of
participating harbours is now over 100.
• 21 boat captains received a vessel evaluation with
tailored recommendations
• 21 fishers provided with a waste management boat bin
to facilitate sorting on the vessel

We then work with Directions Councils – non-profit groups that
provide vocational opportunities for persons with disabilities – to
recycle the lights appropriately. It is here the lights are broken down
and the wire, copper and glass get separated.
Clean manages the Holiday Light Exchange for Efficiency Nova Scotia.
Our impact last year:

Supported by:
Canadian Plastics Industry Association
Fisheries and Oceans’ Small Craft Harbours program
Resource Recovery Fund Board

• 118 exchanges in 8 regions throughout Nova Scotia
• 12,700 traditional incandescent Christmas lights were taken off the
grid and recycled in exchange for 6,343 sets of LED lights
• Clean worked with 11 Directions Council agencies to disassemble
and recycle the old lights
Supported by: Efficiency Nova Scotia
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Water program overview
Water is a basic necessity for all life – but it needs to be clean.

Clean Foundation provides
opportunities for citizens to take
action to improve the health of
their watersheds and manage the
waste water they produce. Our
work includes stream restoration
projects to improve habitat
quality for fish, home stormwater
management, and an innovative
Atlantic Reef Ball program
that fosters healthier marine
environments.

Over the last year, Clean delivered the following water programming:
STORMWATER

a) Rainyards Home Assessments

It can rain – a lot – during any
season in the Maritimes. And climate
change models indicate our region
will experience storms of increasing
severity in the coming years.
That rain can cause a lot of
problems, even in cities.

To help address stormwater problems, Clean created
RainYards, a homeowner education program that
provided the knowledge and tools to improve
stormwater management on their properties through
recommended retrofits.

Water that pools on the ground
during periods of heavy rain and
snowmelt is called stormwater.
It can spread harmful pollutants
like fertilizers, pesticides, oil and
garbage into nearby rivers, lakes
and the ocean. It can also lead to
costly flooding events and can even
cause sewer systems to backup and
overflow. Our current stormwater
infrastructure is getting old and can’t
handle heavier rainfalls.

Rainyards helped reduce flooding and runoff
of stormwater into the overburdened municipal
stormwater management infrastructure through home
retrofits and landscape changes. It also educated
homeowners on methods to mitigate stormwater
runoff and protect themselves from flooding.
Our impact last year:
• 105 households (in Halifax and Yarmouth) received
a stormwater report for their property, which
includes a site diagram of problem areas as well as
recommendations for decreasing stormwater runoff
into municipal systems and nearby lakes and streams
• 98 complimentary rain barrels were distributed to
homeowners

b) Stormwater education
and outreach
Clean also offered community and
school presentations in the Yarmouth
area to help build awareness of
stormwater and the solutions to water
runoff. In addition, Clean developed
an interactive infographic that provides
residents with information and tools to
manage stormwater on their properties.
Our impact last year:
• 164 students engaged
• 60 community members took part in
stormwater workshops
• Stormwater infographic developed
Supported by: Insurance Brokers
Association of Nova Scotia /
RBC Blue Water Program /
TD Friends of the Environment
Foundation / Town of Yarmouth

Supported by: Halifax Port Authority /
Halifax Regional Municipality / Halifax Water
Commission / Intact Foundation
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WATER RESTORATION

b) Streams and Watersheds restoration

a) Atlantic Reef Balls

Over centuries of settlement and development, some of Nova Scotia’s streams
and watersheds have become degraded and unhealthy. Watercourses that
once meandered with deep pools, fast riffles and overhanging vegetation have
become straight, shallow and exposed to the elements.

Severe storms, coastal development and human
activity have degraded or destroyed fish and shellfish
habitats, leading to a decline in the size and health of
coastal marine life populations here in Nova Scotia,
and across the globe.
Artificial reefs are designed to create or restore marine
habitat by fostering the growth of an ecosystem that
supports fish and shellfish populations. In addition
to providing shelter and protection to fish species,
artificial reefs support the growth of algae, which is a
foundational piece in the ecosystem. They also serve
as habitats for spawning and reproduction, which is
critical to the success of a rebuilding population.
Our impact last year:
• 264 reef balls installed in Halifax Harbour (the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans has
recognized our reef ball as an effective method of
marine environmental remediation)
Supported by: Habitat compensation funding
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Rather than being occupied by bountiful Atlantic salmon and brook trout,
some streams are now home to invasive small-mouth bass and chain
pickerel. As communities began to notice these changes, efforts began to
improve and restore streams back to their original health. Clean supports
these initiatives, which also provide opportunities for involving the public in
hands-on environmental projects.
Our impact last year:
•
•
•
•

10 fish habitat assessments
5 digger logs, deflectors and bank stabilizations in Lower Ellenvale Run
10 culverts assessed
36 debris jams removed in 4 waterways: Cow Bay River, Morris Lake
Brook, Bissett Lake Brook and Little Salmon River
• 1,500 trees planted in riparian zones
• 659 people engaged through presentations and tree planting events

ENVIRONMENTAL HOME
ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
The Environmental Home
Assessment Program provided
homeowners who have septic
systems and wells with a free
home visit and visual inspection
of their septic system, well head
and oil tank. Residents were
then provided with information
on how to prevent environmental
spills and drinking water
contamination. 2014-15 marked
the end of this program.
Our impact last year:
• 198 home assessments in the
Central and North regions of
Nova Scotia
Supported by: Nova Scotia
Environment

Supported by: Ducks Unlimited / Evergreen / Fisheries & Oceans Canada /
Forest Ontario / Forest Recovery Canada / Halifax Regional Municipality /
Honda Canada / MEC / Nova Scotia Salmon Association /
NSLC Adopt-a-Stream / TD Friends of the Environment Foundation /
Walmart-Evergreen Green Grants
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Transportation program overview
Getting you from A to B, while thinking about the E(cology).

Our busy lives require
transportation. Luckily, there are
many ways to make responsible
choices about getting around.
Clean helps individuals, workplaces
and the public make the shift
toward sustainable transportation.
We want to provide the information
that Atlantic Canadians need to
increase fuel efficiency, adopt
sustainable transportation
practices and reduce carbon
emissions.

Over the last year, Clean delivered the following transportation programming:
MUNICIPAL FLEET EFFICIENCY INITIATIVE
Municipalities are increasingly under pressure to adapt to changing
environmental and economic conditions. Clean partnered with the
towns of Bridgewater and New Glasgow on an electric vehicle (EV)
suitability review and behaviour change assessment for a transition to
clean technology.
The pilot project provided the business and environmental case
for change, and showed municipalities how to effectively integrate
electric/hybrid vehicles into light-duty vehicle fleet needs and duty
cycles.
Our impact last year:
• In collaboration with FleetCarma conducted surveys, research and
analysis for towns of Bridgewater and New Glasgow
• Completed two final reports with recommendations (the two towns
could enjoy costs savings from $100,000-$250,000 over the lifetime
of the vehicles, and reduce CO2 emissions by up to 74%)
• Presentations to town councils
• 1 case study developed

SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORTATION
INFORMATION
Through our website, tools, guides and signs,
Clean offers information that helps raise
awareness about making big impact through
small changes in transportation choices.
Our impact last year:
a) DriveLess – information on how to travel
around the city and the region with less
dependency on a vehicle, and learn about
alternatives to single-occupancy driving
b) DriveWiser – information that helps drivers
learn how to drive, maintain and buy a car for
peak fuel efficiency
c) Sustainable Commuting – information
to help promote a culture of sustainable
transportation in the workplace

Supported by:
Nova Scotia Department of Energy
Nova Scotia Power
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Youth Engagement program overview
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COMMUTER CHALLENGE

BIKE VALET

The Commuter Challenge is a weeklong event during Canadian Environment
Week that encourages Canadians to
leave their cars at home, and explore
walking, cycling, carpooling, public transit
and telecommuting. It’s also a friendly
competition between Canadian cities and
workplaces.
Clean is the Nova Scotia coordinator for the
challenge, and also sits on the Halifax region
Commuter Challenge committee.

Clean provides a bike valet
service at events to make cycling
and other fuel-less modes of
transportation an attractive
travel option. Our service is a
secure and convenient space
where cyclists, and other
‘active-transportation-minded’
individuals, can have their
bikes, strollers, inline skates and
skateboards monitored while they
attend an event.

Our impact last year:

Our impact last year:

• 78 workplaces in Nova Scotia registered
• 1,232 people participated
• Nova Scotia placed 3rd highest in Canada
based on percentage of participants
• Halifax placed 1st in the category of cities
with a population of 250,000-500,000
• During the challenge, Halifax saved
around 7,000 litres of fuel and reduced
CO2 emissions by 15,000 kg

• 12 events including the Blue
Nose Marathon and the Halifax
Pop Explosion offered our Bike
Valet service

Today’s youth, tomorrow’s environmental leaders.

The path to a more sustainable
future starts with youth. Clean
Foundation strives to foster
environmental mindfulness by
providing inspiring and engaging
workshops to youth of all ages.
Our in-class programs are aligned
with school curriculum. And we
also train and connect young
Nova Scotians with paid summer
employment in the environmental
sector through the Nova Scotia
Youth Conservation Corps.
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Over the last year, Clean delivered the following
youth engagement programming:
NOVA SCOTIA YOUTH CONSERVATION CORPS
The Nova Scotia Youth Conservation Corps provides young adults aged 15-30 with training
and employment opportunities within the environmental field. The program also builds
connections between youth and local organizations, helping promote stewardship for the
natural environment while supporting the emergence of young community leaders.

Children are forming their picture of the world, and the interconnected
environment is an important part of that. Eddie’s Road Tours seek to
cultivate interest and empathy in children for the natural world. The
focus is on ages 5-8, is largely performed in schools, and takes the
form of interactive theatre, using humour, music and rhymes.

The Youth Corps wants to equip youth with the aptitude to become leaders in their
communities while delivering meaningful environmental projects across the province.
Placements include work related to water, waste, energy, transportation and community
engagement. There are two streams within the program: the 15-week Aboriginal Leadership
program; and the 9-week regular summer program.

The messaging focuses on the affects human behaviours can have on
wildlife, and nurturing feelings of empathy towards animals, humans
and ecosystems. In order to increase the message retention, a tool-kit
is left with teachers that includes recordings of the songs the children
hear in the show, follow-up activities, and take-home materials for
further education with parents.

Our impact last year:

Our impact last year:

•
•
•
•
•

• 52 Eddie Litterless shows delivered across Nova Scotia, reaching
3,182 Primary to Grade Three students
• 11 Eddie and the Air Out There shows delivered across Nova
Scotia, reaching 671 Primary to Grade Three students

47 students received 9 weeks paid work experience in the environment field
25 non-profit community partners were financially supported to host youth interns
4 Aboriginal university students worked for 15 weeks with 4 First Nations organizations
13 provincial counties were represented in the 2014 program
Students were trained in health & safety, communications, climate change literacy, project
management and leadership

Supported by: Echo Foundation / Government of Canada Summer Jobs program /
Nova Scotia Department of Aboriginal Affairs / Nova Scotia Department of Economic and
Rural Development / Nova Scotia Department of Labour and Advanced Education /
Nova Scotia Environment
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EDDIE THE PUPPET’S LITTERLESS ROAD TOUR
& THE AIR OUT THERE PRESENTATIONS

Supported by:
Health Canada
Nova Scotia Environment
Resource Recovery Fund Board
TD Friends of the Environment Foundation
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CLEAR THE AIR WORKSHOPS

FARMS TO SCHOOLS

Clear the Air offers curriculum-aligned workshops
focused on climate change, air quality and
food systems. Clean uses a participatory and
interactive workshop style and a solutionsbased approach to environmental problems. By
promoting critical thinking, student engagement
and a holistic view of the human-nature
connection, we strive to deepen learning that
will not only increase knowledge around these
issues, but also foster environmental values and
commitments among students.

The Farms to Schools project helped students make
healthier food choices that support local economies while
having minimal environmental impact.

Clean offers workshops for grades 4, 5, 10
and 11, each tailored to the age of the youth
participants.
Our impact last year:
• 2,907 Grade 4 & 5 students reached
• 238 Grade 10 & 11 students reached

The agricultural sector uses large amounts of fresh water
and fossil fuels in the production, distribution, preparation
and packaging of food. Raising awareness regarding
smaller scale farms, local food sources and fresh whole
foods can be an important factor in the transition to a
more prosperous and equitable economy. The Farm to
Schools project focused on the environmental, social
and health issues related to food and farming. 2014-15
marked the end of this program.
Our impact last year:
• 16 extracurricular environmental initiatives connecting
schools with community organizations
• Intensive week-long day camp with 15 teens, educating
them about food and farming, and teaching cooking
skills with visiting chefs

Supported by:
Supported by:
Health Canada
Nova Scotia Department of Health and Wellness
Nova Scotia Environment
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To date, Clean has
helped reduce energy
use in Nova Scotia
by over 160 gigawatt
hours, which reduced
greenhouse gas
emissions by 110,000
metric tonnes.
That’s equivalent to
removing the annual
energy consumption
of over 14,500 homes
from Nova Scotia’s
electricity grid.

Nova Scotia Department of Health and Wellness
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Statement of
Operations
For the year ending
March 31, 2015

REVENUES
Service contracts and sponsorships

2015

2014 (as restated)

$ 9,600,143

$ 8,595,763

Government contracts & grants:
Federal

106,649

99,628

Provincial

464,460

594,337

Municipal

163,964

92,760

735,073

786,725

205,802

95,078

Sub-total government contracts & grants
Donations
Interest
Total revenues

56,599

67,036

10,597,617

9,544,602

Statement
of Financial
Position
As of March 31, 2015
		

ASSETS

NOTES*

Cash & equivalents

2.5

$ 1,897,289

$ 1,615,976

Accounts receivable & prepaid expenses

4.0

1,471,829

1,071,572

Contract work in progress

2.1

16,495

761,383

Inventory

2.6

Investments
Capital assets

5.0
2.7, 6.0

Operations & administration:
4,673,177

6,152,684

Program supplies

4,119,760

3,119,436

9,402,243

10,011,156

827,505

602,313

10,229,748

10,613,469

$ 367,869

$ (1,068,867)

Sub-total operations
Administration
Total expenses
Excess (deficiency) of revenue over expenses

2014 (as restated)

CURRENT ASSETS

EXPENSES
Human resources

2015

171,492

112,366

3,557,104

3,561,297

1,509,336

1,661,548

926,936

880,476

2,436,272

2,542,024

$ 5,993,376

$ 6,103,321

LIABILITIES & NET ASSETS
CURRENT LIABILITIES

Line of credit, payables & accrued liabilities

7.0

$ 211,627

$ 1,558,309

Deferred revenue

9.0

367,278

321,850

Deferred revenue - NSPI HomeWarming

9.0

823,440

-

1,402,345

1,880,159

1,589,653

1,298,645

NET ASSETS

* Refer to Clean’s website for
the detailed audited financial
statements including all
notes referenced.
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Unrestricted
Investment in captial assets
Internally restricted funds

2.2

926,935

880,476

2,074,443

2,044,041

4,591,031

4,223,162

$ 5,993,376

$ 6,103,321
29

Financial graphs
OPERATIONS & ADMINISTRATION
EXPENSES

REVENUE
SOURCE

91%

43% 48%

Service contracts
& sponsorships

4%

Provincial

2

%

Municipal
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2

Program
supplies

1%

%

Federal

Human
resources

9%

Administration

Donations
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Join Us
Clean provides the knowledge
and opportunities needed
to encourage the individual
actions that add up to
positive environmental
change. Our environmental
successes have been built
on the collaborative efforts of
participants, volunteers and
employees from our home,
school and business
communities.

TIMELY EFFORTS FOR A CLEANER WORLD

CLEAN RESEARCH

At Clean Foundation – Volunteers are the lifeblood of most non-profit
organizations and Clean Foundation is no exception. We offer a variety
of volunteer opportunities to people of all ages. Some volunteers give
hundreds of hours of service each year.

Clean Foundation established
a $20,000 scholarship fund in
2008 in celebration of our 20th
anniversary. The first scholarship
was granted in spring 2009 in the
amount of $2,000. A scholarship
will be awarded each year until
2019. Each award will be granted
to a Nova Scotia graduate
student (Masters or PhD)
conducting research in the area
of environmental studies.

At Home – Environmental stewardship starts at home. Clean has
developed programs that can help you take action in your home
through changes both big and small. Our homeowner programs focus
on energy efficiency, rainwater management and watershed health.
In Your Community – Make a positive impact in your community
by taking advantage of the many opportunities provided by Clean.
Available programs focus on energy efficiency, active transportation,
waste management and rainwater management.
At Work – Become an environmental steward at work by teaming
up with Clean Foundation. We offer several programs to engage
your workplace in environmentally friendly practices, targeting active
transportation, waste management and energy efficiency.
At School – The decisions and actions of youth will determine our
future, so it is important for environmental education to start at an early
age. Clean offers several engaging workshops and programs that can
be incorporated into the classroom.
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The winner in 2014 was Robyn
McCallum, who received a
scholarship for research exploring
how to increase native bee
populations in the wild blueberry
industry in Nova Scotia.

We need a resilient
economy that is
rooted in a healthy
environment. We know
it won’t be easy – but
Nova Scotia has been
an innovator before and
we can be again.
Join us at Clean
Foundation as we
work to inspire positive
environmental change.

Clean Foundation
126 Portland Street
Dartmouth NS, B2Y 1H8
Tel: 902-420-3474
Tel (toll free): 1-855-736-3474
Fax: 902-982-6768
E-mail: info@clean.ns.ca
facebook.com/CleanFoundation
twitter.com/CleanFoundation
www.youtube.com/CleanFoundation

